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Transparency is a universally accepted communication principle for companies in the 2020’sglobalized world. Transparency is considered beneficial because it increases trust among stake-holders, and trust is crucial for the functioning of society and the economy. At the organizationallevel, transparency is manifested in company policies and practices, as well as in the work ofthose in charge of communication. Through a qualitative interview study, this article analyzeshow communication practitioners working in large Finnish companies view transparency. Theanalysis shows that while communication practitioners across different companies have com-mon narratives through which an ideal understanding of transparency is produced, they alsorecognize and address critical tensions between the ideal and practice. The tensions are oftenconnected to regulation: while compliance with rules is highly valued, it is also seen as a re-source-intensive and restricting factor, both from business and communication perspectives.Our findings indicate that the cultural ideal of transparency is supported through a shared com-mitment and sense-making in relevant expert communities and within the companies. The com-munication practitioners’ commitment also emerges as crucial when they balance between sus-taining the transparency ideal and considering the interests and demands of stakeholders andbusinesses.
Keywords:  communication practitioners, compliance, investor relations, transparency
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1 Introduction
In the 21st century, transparency is increasingly being perceived as an essential and re-quired characteristic of organizations. It is especially important in listed companies, be-cause they face pressures from regulatory institutions and financial as well as non-finan-cial stakeholder groups. In this context, transparency is often understood in terms ofinformation disclosure, clarity, and accuracy (e.g., Schnackenberg & Tomlinson 2016:1785). The importance of transparency is highlighted because trust in organizations ingeneral tends to be in decline (Edelman 2021), and transparency is seen as a prerequisitefor trust.
In organizations, communication professionals working at the intersection between in-vestor relations, public relations and corporate communication have an essential role inthe practical implementation of transparency. While the investor relations function, thatis, communication between a company and the investment community, has typicallybeen handled by finance departments of listed companies, the corporate communica-tion function has usually been responsible for the coordination of internal and externalcommunication with all stakeholder groups (Esterhuyse 2019: 290). This division of workhas also influenced research, where investor relations and corporate communica-tion/public relations perspectives have traditionally been separated (Doan & McKie2017: 307). However, some studies have bridged the gap between the fields (see, e.g.,Esterhuyse 2019).
At a company level, transparency is a more complex issue than providing information tostakeholders. As for example, Christensen and Cornelissen (2015: 132–133) emphasize,transparency has become a taken-for-granted ideal and explanation of how organiza-tions must function in contemporary society. As a widely shared cultural ideal, transpar-ency has begun to “shape the formal aspects of an organization, such as positions, poli-cies, programmes and procedures, and offer direction and legitimacy to its existence”(ibid. 138; see also Meyer & Rowan 1977). Transparency, however, is also a practiceperformed and supported by communication practitioners (Christensen & Cornelissen2015: 144). Because of the dynamic and relational character of transparency, it is crucialto study how communication practitioners understand and interpret the role of trans-parency in their work (see, e.g., Schnackenberg and Tomlinson 2016: 1801), paying at-tention to how they “live with the transparency ideal” acknowledging its tensions (Chris-tensen & Cheney 2015: 86).
This article aims to analyze how communication practitioners working with investor re-lations in large Finnish companies view transparency. To investigate which dimensionsof transparency are most relevant for communication practitioners, we seek to under-stand how they define the concept in their work, express commitment to it and elabo-rate on the potential tensions they face when “doing transparency” in practice. Thepractitioners’ perspective is interesting, since, during the last few years, there has beena notable change in the division of work between investor relations, public relations,and corporate communication functions in large companies (Esterhuyse 2019: 290; seealso Doan & McKie 2017: 307). As corporate social responsibility (CSR) has expanded
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beyond shareholder value, leading to more and varied stakeholders expecting transpar-ency (Christensen & Cheney 2015: 72), it has become a common interest for all threefunctions and led to new requirements and practices.
While there is a lot of earlier research on organizational transparency (see, e.g.,Schnackenberg & Tomlinson 2016), most of it tends to take either the strategic manage-ment or accounting perspective, leaving aside the communication practitioners’ every-day challenges. Consequently, there is a gap in earlier research of transparency prac-tices. In this article, we focus on how communication (and investor relations) practition-ers make sense of the relationship between everyday practices as they experience them,and ideals, as expressed in the definitions described in the next section. Thus, the articlebrings new knowledge about the views of communication professionals on their every-day practices in contemporary organizations.

2 Transparency as a Concept and Practice
Transparency as a concept is used, among others, in social sciences and business studiesfor different purposes, often rather vaguely (e.g., Wehmeier & Raaz 2012; Wehmeier2018). In politics, Balkin (1999: 393–394) discusses the role of mass media for politicaltransparency. He defines the concept as openness and democratic accountability, seenas political values, and divides it into three types according to “three political virtues.”The first type is informational transparency, which includes knowledge about actors anddecisions as well as access to information. The second type is participatory transparency,i. e. the ability of citizens to participate in political decisions. The third type is called ac-countability transparency, referring to the ability to hold decision-makers accountableto the legal system or public opinion.
A different but comparable approach is presented in the context of management studiesby Schnackenberg and Tomlinson (2016: 1802). They define transparency as “a percep-tion of the quality of intentionally shared information from a sender”. Compared withBalkin (1999), they focus more on information. Still, the strength of their approach liesin that they consider both the sender perspective (intentionally shared) and the receiverperspective (quality of information). Like Balkin (1999), they also present a division oftransparency into three dimensions. The dimension of information disclosure is aboutwhat the organization does. The two other dimensions, clarity and accuracy, stand forhow stakeholders receive and interpret messages, and thus describe the quality of in-formation required for transparency.
Because of the multidimensional nature of transparency, it has proven difficult to oper-ationalize. In their study of successful message framing, Fisher and Hopp (2020) intro-duce parameters that may support such operationalizations. According to them, the po-tential for transparency rests on what information is shared and how. Thus, transparentinformation should be “substantial, accurate, timely, coherent, and honest”, and itshould be shared in a way accessible, understandable, and relevant to stakeholders (p.204). Fisher and Hopp (2020: 204) further consider transparency as both a relational and
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perceptive concept. Transparency is relational when stakeholders can evaluate the or-ganization and hold it accountable (as in accountability transparency) and when used inbuilding and maintaining relationships with stakeholders (as in participatory transpar-ency). When stakeholders experience themselves as relational equals, they also expectmore organizational transparency (p. 206). In addition, transparency is seen as a percep-tive concept, that is, “to which degree stakeholders perceive an organization’s commu-nication as transparent” (Fisher & Hopp 2020: 204). It is understood that monitoring andjudging the organization is difficult, and therefore communication practitioners need tomake decisions about how to present the information in the best possible way. In addi-tion, the quality of communication is considered more important than quantity.
In the context of listed companies, informational transparency is highlighted. This be-comes evident in the European Union transparency directive (2004/109/EC). Companiesare required to disclose “accurate, comprehensive and timely information” to ensurethat investors can compare public companies as investment targets in the global mar-kets. In other words, the directive speaks for an investor-oriented and market-basedunderstanding of transparency. The same understanding is prevalent in the rules of thestock market (the Nasdaq Helsinki Ltd. 2020), which also include disclosure and infor-mation requirements. The Financial Supervisory Authority (FIN-FSA) monitors compa-nies’ disclosure of required information at a national level. The rules and regulations setthe basic level of transparency for all companies, which then develop their practices ac-cording to their own strategic choices and stakeholder relationships (see, e.g., Schereret al. 2013).
However, transparency is realized in communication and relationships; it is not a prop-erty of messages or organizations in itself but a result of sense-making that involves au-diences and communities (Christensen & Cheney 2015: 82, 86). According to Christen-sen and Cornelissen (2015), organizations tend to encourage shared narratives to pro-duce a common understanding of what transparency means. Christensen and Cornelis-sen (2015) claim that company practices, such as openness, information disclosure, andreporting, are often understood as the same thing as transparency. That is, the practicesare not taken as representations but as manifestations of organizational transparency(ibid. 144–145). At a more general level, the idea of transparency is sustained throughfoundational metaphors such as ‘seeing is knowing’, which direct the ways of thinkingand talking about organizations and organizational transparency. When the metaphorbecomes conventionalized, we may think that seeing things from all angles equates toknowing how things are, and organizational transparency itself may become shelteredfrom critique (Christensen & Cornelissen 2015). As the value of unqualified transparencyis constantly and despite challenges “reproduced in political, corporate and popular dis-course” (Christensen & Cornelissen 2015: 137), from an organizational communicationperspective it becomes relevant to study how communication practitioners ‘doing trans-parency’ make sense of it in the crossing of taken-for-granted ideals and everyday prac-tices.
Our article answers this call from the perspective of Finnish communication practition-ers working in listed companies, where balancing regulatory requirements and com-
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pany-specific strategic goals is constantly going on. Our study recognizes that the prac-titioners’ perspective inevitably emphasizes the sender’s perspective of communication.Therefore, we assume that informational transparency and message framing will behighlighted in our results because they are the most concrete and immediate aspects ofpractitioners’ work. However, we also expect that our data will, all but indirectly, revealhow practitioners experience the relational and perceptive aspects of transparencyfrom their perspective. After all, it is essential for communication professionals to un-derstand the expectations and needs of audiences.

3 Data and Method
This study is based on six semi-structured interviews with communication practitionersof Finnish companies. Five of the companies are listed in the Helsinki stock exchange,Finland, and one of the interviews was carried out with representatives of a prominentinstitutional investor. (See Table 1.) The interviewees have from 5 to over 20 years ofexperience of corporate communication and/or investor relations.
Table 1. Details of the interview data.

Industry Date Number of In-
terviewees

Number of
words

Food industry (company 1) 19.2.2020 1 9820
Engineering (company 2) 27.2.2020 1 5721
Consumer goods (company 3) 7.4.2020 1 2866
Institutional investor (company 4) 20.4.2020 2 6283
Design (company 5) 30.4.2020 1 5165
Telecommunications (company 6) 13.5.2020 2 4964

34819
Two of the interviews were conducted face-to-face and four as online interviews due tothe Covid-19 pandemic restrictions. Two or three interviewers were present during eachinterview. One of them asked the questions, while the other(s) took notes and sup-ported with technical assistance and additional questions. The interviews were recordedand transcribed. The language of the interviews was Finnish. The examples presented inthis article have been translated to English and adapted to written language by the au-thors.
The thematic interviews were based on four main themes, which were (1) the job de-scription of a communication practitioner working with IR, (2) transparency, (3) corpo-rate social responsibility (CSR), and (4) policies and guidelines concerning transparency.The themes were sent to the interviewees in advance with the invitation. The themeswere discussed in the same order in each interview, but the discussion evolved accord-ing to the participant responses. Hence, the questions asked differed somewhat be-tween the interviews.
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The analysis is based on the transcripts, on which a qualitative content analysis (see,e.g., Eriksson & Kovalainen 2016) was conducted. Initially, relevant passages concerningtransparency definitions, practices, and regulations were recognized in the transcriptsand coded with an open-ended inductive coding. The coding was performed first indi-vidually by all authors, after which the results were compared and discussed until a con-sensus of the interpretations was reached. After this, a discourse analytical approach(see, e.g., Phillips, Lawrence & Hardy 2004) was applied to the texts focusing on howtransparency was represented and became signified through language use in the data.First, we observed how narratives of shared commitment were produced (recognizedlinguistically by the pronouns we and I, and the company name in contexts where trans-parency practices were described), and how metaphoric language was used to supportthe narrative. Second, we looked at how transparency regulations and consequent prac-tices were negotiated and contested. We focused on emerging tensions, that is, “stress-inducing oppositions” (Fairhurst & Putnam 2019: 917), to shed light on the possible lim-itations of transparency in the interviewees’ talk. Transparency can be seen as the objectof a discursive struggle (Albu & Wehmeier 2014: 120), and the tensions as indicative ofthe “clashing, push-pull dynamics of organizational life” (Fairhurst & Putnam 2019: 918).

4 Reflections on Transparency and Communication Practices in the Data
In the next three sub-sections, we present the findings related to the following perspec-tives: definitions and interpretations of transparency as formulated by the practitioners(4.1), expressions of commitment and claims of excellence (4.2), as well as tensions anddemarcations emerging from the data (4.3). We interpret these as evidence of a discur-sive struggle, where the communication practitioners both draw on and challenge dif-ferent definitions and broader societal discourses of transparency.
4.1 Definitions and Interpretations of Transparency
Regarding the definition and interpretations of transparency, compliance with rules andregulations is emphasized in the data. From the interviewees’ point of view, transpar-ency practices are mainly about answering to different and constantly changing require-ments. This is experienced as a resource-intensive and strenuous task, especially insmaller companies. As for the concept of transparency, the definitions are closely con-nected to openness, what is shared and how; the company revealing relevant infor-mation, or even more information than required, as openly as possible, disclosing bothpositive and negative aspects of the business simultaneously to all parties in a consistentmanner (e.g., Wehmeier 2018; Koskela 2017). These characterizations tend to empha-size informational transparency from a sender’s perspective and repeat what is statedin regulations and company-specific disclosure policies (see, e.g., Koskela 2017), as isevident in example 1:

(1) Transparency means that companies openly inform all stakeholders simultaneouslyof all relevant issues. (Company 5)
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When it comes to transparency as a relational concept, as defined by Fisher and Hopp(2020: 204), the communication practitioners explain how stakeholders may ask ques-tions, but there are differences in the preparedness to answer. The interviewees referto contexts with dialogic practices, such as annual meetings, webcasts, and investormeetings where investors’ questions are answered on the companies’ terms. However,while social media (Twitter and Instagram mentioned) are not official channels for in-vestor relations information, they are forums where open dialogue about the sustaina-bility of products and business decisions is carried out, and criticisms can be voiced.
Transparency as a relational concept also covers holding companies accountable (Fisher& Hopp 2020: 204). The interviews highlight that analysts have a critical role in definingwhich companies are considered transparent enough: if they experience a lack of trans-parency, it may lead to lowered ESG-ratings and smaller market values. In addition, theinterviewees’ talk seems to verify Fisher and Hopp’s (2020: 206) claim that transparencybegets more transparency. During the last few years, stakeholders have grown to expectmore information more frequently. This is interpreted as a result of new regulations, butalso as a result of the public’s growing awareness of corporate social responsibility (CSR)issues.
Transparency as a perceptive outcome refers to how stakeholders experience it (Fisher& Hopp 2020: 206–207). According to Balkin (1999), clarity and accuracy are the essen-tial dimensions of transparency. The interviewees also valued these descriptions. Theycharacterize transparent communication as clear (for clarity, see Schnakenberg & Tom-linson 2016: 1796), to the point, given at the right time, and consistent (cf. accuracy). Inaddition, transparent information is seen as reliable and understandable for differentaudiences (even those without background information). Moreover, telling the stake-holders why something is not disclosed is also considered a vital transparency practice.
The perceptive aspect of transparency was highlighted when the relationship betweentransparency and CSR was discussed. In this context, the quality of information is seenas especially important for credible communication. The interviewees’ talk focuses onreporting and comparing the requirements between financial and non-financial report-ing (see examples 2 and 3). Interestingly, the interviewees’ talk about CSR refers moreto how things should be (below: can be used; must be; it is important) than is the casewith transparency.

(2) [...] in my mind, transparency and sustainability go hand in hand; while the financialsare reported consistently, the same style can be used for these non-financials as well.(Company 4)
(3) I think that transparency is related to sustainability especially because if the issues,including challenges, are not reported transparently, CSR communication is not cred-ible. While financial reporting must be supported with facts and numbers, it is all themore important in CSR communication because there is the risk of greenwashingor emphasizing one side of things and leaving out how vital the issue is, for example,for the environment. I would say that transparency on the sustainability side is maybenot more essential, but very essential. (Company 5)
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In the interviewees’ talk, the main goal achieved by transparency mentioned was to helpanalysts and investors give the right evaluation of the company stock. From an investorrelations perspective, this lies at the core, as the purpose of the function is to contribute“to a company’s securities achieving fair valuation” (NIRI 2021).
However, Schnakenberg and Tomlinson (2016: 1802) claim that the ultimate goal oftransparency is trust: “transparency leads to greater trust in the firm through its effectson stakeholder perceptions of trustworthiness”, which again may be increased by dis-closure, clarity, and accuracy. Similar thoughts were expressed in the interviews. Seeexamples 4–6.

(4) [...] if we talk about the transparency of our actions as a whole, we want to betrusted. [The goal is] to increase trust. (Company 1)
(5) Then, of course, openness increases trust. If the market and other stakeholders be-lieve that we communicate openly and transparently about issues, they probablytrust what the company or its management says. That again builds reputation, pro-tects the company in crises, and makes CSR communication more believable. (Com-pany 5)
(6) [...] when we do things according to the law, regulations and best practices … whenwe have a common frame ... it is an essential factor for company reputation. (Com-pany 6)

Overall, a shared understanding seems to be that the communication practitioners con-sider transparency an obligation, which may be met by complying with regulations. Theway to do this is through strategic communication, where the responsibility and choiceof what to disclose and when lies on the company’s side. There are standard practicesfor taking questions from important stakeholders, especially investors and analysts, andanswering them. Internal stakeholders are also mentioned as relevant. Larger public andmedia are considered, in particular, when sustainability and CSR questions are dis-cussed. In this context, transparency is commonly understood as a tool for creating trust,credibility, and ultimately reputation.
4.2 Expressions of Commitment and Claims of Excellence
As a second perspective, we analyzed how shared commitment and claims of excellenceconnected to transparency are visible in the interviewees’ talk, since these can be seenas indications of supporting the transparency discourse at the level of community andindividual practitioners. The interviewees stress the importance of both transparency ingeneral and related to CSR. In the formulations, a strong commitment both from thecompanies’ and the practitioners’ sides can be recognized (see also example 2 above,hand in hand). The formulations including the pronoun we typically highlight the com-panies’ commitment, and can be found in all our interviews. As shown in examples 7and 8, the same metaphor – it is in our DNA – is used, expressing commitment from thecompany’s side. Additionally, in the company 5 interview, it is combined with the meta-phor it is part of our story. In line with Christensen and Cornelissen (2015), we see that
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the organization and its transparency become signified through this kind of metaphori-cal language:
(7) So in a way, corporate social responsibility is so deep in our DNA, it’s definitely partof our story. (Company 5)
(8) [...] it is in many points in our strategy to increase transparency. [...] This is somehowin our DNA. These things belong so strongly to our everyday routines. (Company 1)

Several of the interviewees emphasize their commitment by describing how they keepthemselves up to date on new developments related to transparency requirements.The practitioners highlight the importance of various information sessions, communi-ties within and outside the organization (e.g., FIRS, The Finnish Investor Relations Soci-ety), and channels for understanding the consequences of new requirements on theown situation. In example 9, one of the practitioners explains this when the marketabuse regulation (MAR) was about to be implemented a few years back.
(9) […] there were many information sessions organized by FIN-FSA, organized by thestock exchange, organized by FIRS, all kinds. I probably participated in everythingwhen I just tried to understand what this means. (Company 2)

In examples 10 and 11, key communities and channels of importance are further de-scribed, highlighting the cross-sectoral shared commitment among communicationpractitioners connected to transparency.
(10) They [FIRS] have a newsletter where these [notices of future legislative changes] aredescribed, and we have a relatively active Facebook group where we share infor-mation among colleagues. (Company 6)
(11) The Financial Supervisory Authority FIN-FSA informs quite well, and FIRS plays an im-portant role. FIRS has a discursive approach and […] whenever new things are comingup, we try to find reasonable ways to react to them or prepare for them together.(Company 5)

In the data, claims of excellence can also be found. On the one hand, they appear in theinterviewees’ talk related to the practices of their own company, as in example 12. Onthe other hand, claims of excellence related to the national Finnish situation can befound in several of the interviews. There are both stronger claims stressing that trans-parency in Finnish companies is on a very high level, as in example 13, and weaker claimsincluding a statement that the level is sufficient, as in example 14.
(12) [...] we are already at this stage the most transparent company in our sector. (Com-pany 6)
(13) In this context, I appreciate that in Finland, IR communication is on a very high level.And communication overall is consistent, clear, and from investors, there is a lot ofpositive feedback. (Company 2)
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(14) The basic level is that we follow the instructions of the stock market and the financialsupervisory authority. And we have followed them nicely. […] In my opinion, the levelis sufficient in Finland […] you can find a lot, if you look at web pages, there is a lot ofinformation about the company, if someone only has the energy to read it. (Company1)
Example 14 further illustrates that the practitioners do not necessarily equate transpar-ency with the quantity of information, even though there are other examples in our datasupporting the idea that the more the company tells about itself on the web pages, themore transparent it is. However, the interviewees’ talk highlights that although the levelof transparency required in regulations is considered sufficient or even high, it does notguarantee that the message gets across to the public.
Overall, our data show that the practitioners express a solid commitment to transpar-ency and to mediating between the transparency ideal and the company’s practices.Claims of excellence can be found in the data both related to the situation within thecompany and the national Finnish level.
4.3 Tensions and Demarcations
Even if transparency is primarily supported as a taken-for-granted ideal in the data,some tensions and demarcations concerning transparency as practice emerge from theinterviewees’ talk. These become evident especially in relation to drawing the limits oftransparency, meeting different stakeholders’ demands, implementing transparentcommunication practices, and following regulations while trying to adapt the communi-cation into the company’s needs.
As organizations deal with the demand for transparency, they negotiate both their ownboundaries and needs as well as those of their stakeholders (Albu & Wehmeier 2014:119; Fisher & Hopp 2020: 205). Regarding possible downsides and challenges of trans-parency, the interviewed communication practitioners brought up tensions betweentransparency as an internal and external issue. For example, internal stakeholders mayhave expectations that contradict the general idea of transparency. Where transparencyideally is defined as “disclosing information simultaneously to all parties” (see section4.1), the quest for transparency is conflicted with a hypothetical consideration of whichthings to tell whom in which order when it comes to situations significantly affectingemployees. In example 15, cooperation negotiations are an issue that would preferablybe discussed inside the company first. However, as it potentially affects the stock price,it needs to be publicly announced.

(15) Our group management, CEO, and finance manager understand and know exactlywhich things belong in the realm of transparency and which do not. These is-sues [at the country level] often concern the staff. Then there is always some dis-tinction between who should be told first and what in fact is transparency. […] Weunderstand our HR manager’s viewpoint, that if there are cooperation negotiationsstarting or some other issue that needs to be announced in a stock exchange release,they would like to transparently go over it and discuss it internally first. But if it causes
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fluctuation in the stock price, it needs to be publicly announced. These internal situ-ations are often difficult. (Company 1)
When it comes to transparency in relation to external stakeholders, a limit is drawn be-tween being transparent and revealing business secrets. Competitive reasons are oftenstated as a justification for withholding information (see also Hirsto, Koskela & Penttinen2021: 84). It is the corporate management’s task to decide what can be told, so that thebusiness is not compromised by disclosing too detailed information, as described in ex-ample 16. This, however, potentially creates tensions also inside the company. Example17 illustrates a situation where the management, citing competitive reasons, rejects theIR/communication practitioners’ suggestion of adding the issue in question to the list ofthings being reported.

(16) It is of course the corporate management’s task to consider what is beneficial in thebig picture; what we can tell so that we are disclosing relevant information, but thatwe are not jeopardizing our business by giving out too detailed information. (Com-pany 5)
(17) [...] of course, we want to help analysts and investors understand our business andthe different driving factors as well as possible. Still, we come to this situation whereif we help more, we also help our competitors to quite tactically understand ourmode of operation on this market. We are already disclosing and reporting the mostinformation [compared to other companies on the market] […] consequently, every-thing that we try to add to our reporting – the management is quite critical about it,and many times the response has been “no, let’s not add this to reporting, this infor-mation is too competition sensitive”. (Company 6)

In our data, competitive reasons for limiting transparency are especially highlighted inrelation to specifically sensitive competitive situations where there are only a few com-panies operating on the market. Disclosing too much or too detailed information posesa risk of giving a competitive advantage to the few competitors who are operating onthe market with an “identical product” (company 4). Thus, the context of the field ofbusiness and competitive situation is also seen as setting the limits for what can be dis-closed, sometimes in contradiction with what communication practitioners would liketo disclose. Drawing the line between what belongs to the realm of transparency andwhat does not, is also connected to the industry’s overall approach to transparency. Inexample 18, an interviewee describes the business they are operating in as “conserva-tive”. This creates tension between IR practitioners being willing to be more transparentthan what the industry is accustomed to.
(18) I myself, and maybe others in the organization as well, would be willing to tell aboutthings in a very transparent manner, but then again, this [line of business] is quiteconservative, not used to telling about things that transparently. (Company 4)

Company-level norms and principles further demarcate everyday practices of transpar-ency. The relevance of dialogue as a dimension of transparent communication isstressed, but the possibilities of establishing two-way communication in practice aresomewhat limited. The interviewees touch upon social media as a useful platform where
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stakeholders can ask questions. However, when it comes to answering difficult ques-tions, the companies have adopted different approaches in choosing to which extent toengage in dialogue and how to react to dissonant voices (see also Glozer, Caruana &Hibbert 2019: 626). Some leave questions concerning things that cannot be commentedunanswered, as it is the company policy (see example 19), while others see reacting toall questions as willingness to serve, which is also seen as transparency and groundedon a decision in principle (see example 20).
(19) Certain themes are such that we cannot comment on them, either as a company oras [employees]. They are a bit difficult – they are then left there [on social mediaplatforms] unanswered, but it is just our policy that we have agreed on and acknowl-edged. But otherwise, we do gladly discuss also on social media. (Company 4)
(20) We have made a decision in principle that if we are asked, we answer. If somebodyasks us something on social media, we respond, but if someone says ‘you suck’, thenthat is not a question – we don’t have to comment, but then again if we are asked‘how come’, we have the principle that we always answer. Maybe that kind of will-ingness to serve also counts as transparency. (Company 1)

Regulation is also seen as a limiting factor by some of the interviewees. This createstension between communication practitioners attempting to do their job effectively andfollowing regulations. For example, some interviewees describe situations where theywould like to provide more background information on an issue relevant for the com-pany, but regulation does not allow for it. This might be due to the quantity of infor-mation, as there is no space for providing extra details on top of the things that must bereported. Another possible reason relates to the quality of information, as strict guide-lines determine how the information should be presented. Furthermore, a lack of re-sources is seen as problematic, as the communication practitioners do not have suffi-cient time to adjust the reporting to company specifics, especially in companies wherethe IR or communication functions are small. Consequently, the increased regulation issometimes seen as limiting the possible ways of communicating with investors and lead-ing to “stiffness”, as example 21 illustrates.
(21) [...] the more there are mandatory reports with detailed instructions, it might be thatthe company does not have enough time to make them company specific or the re-quirements are such that it becomes very laborious to make them company specificand tell relevant things. As an example, the Non-Financial Reporting Directive wasultimately formulated so that everyone must tell something about all four areas,whereas the draft suggested that all companies choose the relevant things to dis-close. If everyone has to tell a little bit about all things, it leads to them becomingless relevant – in a sense the demand for transparency makes it stiff. (Company 5)

The “stiffness” also conflicts with an ambition to make the information understandablefor the receiver and share it in a context-specific way, which precedes transparent com-munication as per definition (Fisher & Hopp 2020: 205). One of the interviewees high-lights the importance of providing context and background information in example 22.
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If there is an issue that would need further explaining in order to be understood cor-rectly from the company’s point of view, regulation might be experienced as restrictingthe possibilities for efficient communication. This is seen as especially critical in the fu-ture, if reporting becomes more and more machine-coded, where information would beprovided only in the form of numbers.
(22) [...] there might be underlying factors, which if we cannot cover, the given infor-mation, even when it matches what is stated in a standard or directive, cannot beinterpreted without understanding the context. That might be taken as a downside[of transparency]. Some of the issues require a lot of background information for oneto understand why it is so. And explaining them can be difficult for the company,especially in situations where we go into machine-coded reporting where you onlygive a code and a number relating to it, and there is no possibility of giving the con-text. (Company 5)

Regarding the impact of increased regulation on transparency, on the one hand, and theoccupation of the interviewees, on the other hand, they see transparency regulationprimarily as having brought positive things. Regulation is often described as forming “ashared framework” and “clear ground rules” (company 6), which set “the base level”(company 1) for transparency. At a more general level, IR communication is describedas ”technical” (company 1) and “disciplined” (company 6). By contrast, interviewees talkabout communicating their “investment story” (companies 2 and 5). Thus, the commu-nication practitioners’ profession in this context can be seen as being characterized bya balance between fulfilling the requirements and attempting to fit them into the com-pany’s narrative, as demonstrated in example 23.
(23) The demands have increased, and it is also in the interest of companies to build anarrative around these regulated matters. The significance [of transparency] has in-creased and it has also brought capabilities into companies, and communicationpractitioners are also trained differently than what the situation was twenty yearsago. (Company 3)

As the interviewed communication practitioner in the example above brings up, the in-creased demands for transparency and its growing significance have affected not onlytheir work and education in the last couple of decades, but also lifted transparency tothe companies’ priorities. As our analysis of the tensions and demarcations in the datashows, organizational transparency does not go unquestioned in the practitioners’ work.Transparency is recognized as an ideal worth pursuing, but at the practical level, theinterviewees highlight challenges of putting transparency into practice in a way that fol-lows regulations, serves the different stakeholders’ needs, and is beneficial for business.However, there seems to be a shared attempt at finding solutions.

5 Discussion and Conclusion
In this article, we have analyzed communication practitioners’ views on transparency.We focused on definitions and shared understandings, commitment, and the potentialtensions between everyday transparency practices and transparency as an ideal. At the
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core of transparency as a practice is a commitment to shared regulations and rules. Thearguments used to support these tend to be quoted analogously by the practitioners.Such “compliance discourse” is directly related to informational transparency, empha-sizing what must be disclosed and how. Overall, transparency is accepted as essentialand required in companies to a degree where claims of excellence are voiced, partly inmetaphoric language. Indeed, practitioners across different companies seem to havecommon narratives through which an ideal understanding of transparency is producedas suggested by Christensen and Cornelissen (2015). However, the practitioners alsorecognize tensions between the ideal and practice, even though the value of organiza-tional transparency in itself is not questioned.
From the relational and perceptive perspectives, the practitioners find that an image oftransparency creates trust and leads to a good reputation among stakeholders. Simul-taneously, they recognize that “seeing does not equate to knowing” from the stakehold-ers’ side (see Christensen & Cornelissen 2015); laying it all out in the open does not leadto transparency but stiffness and uncontextualized information. Moreover, even thoughopenness towards internal stakeholders is seen as key in terms of trust, the regulatoryrequirement of "same information simultaneously to all” bypasses it.
Against this background, the limitations of informational transparency are well under-stood. Overall, the practitioners express a firm commitment to transparency and theirrole as mediators between the transparency ideal and the concrete business practices.They see it as their duty to adapt the ideal to different stakeholders’ needs and for thebenefit of the company. In some cases, the communication practitioners’ own commit-ment to transparency even seems to be stronger than the company’s commitment. Interms of Fisher and Hopp (2020: 204), the communication practitioners’ work is intrin-sically relational and perceptive in nature.
The limitations of our study include the non-generalizability of interview research find-ings; what we asked and how we asked it is reflected in the data. In addition, the rela-tively small sample size and potential pressures of the interviewees to present their or-ganization in a positive light may have influenced our results. However, our qualitativefindings contribute to the body of transparency literature by focusing on the practition-ers’ point of view. Above all, they shed light on the nuances of transparency thinkingrequired by today’s communication professionals. They simultaneously succeed in illus-trating how investor relations, public relations, and corporate communication aspectsof work merge in the work of communication practitioners. However, further studiesamong communication (and investor relations) practitioners in other countries andacross different business fields would reveal to which degree our findings are specific tothe Finnish context and the types of businesses we have included in our study. Moreo-ver, additional qualitative interviews in smaller companies, or alternatively, with CSRpractitioners, would help to understand how generalizable our results and interpreta-tions are.
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